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inspired by the women that  decided love was not
canceled despite  the uncerta int ies  the pandemic

placed on weddings .  
 

created for  the women that  love int imate gather ings
and value tasteful  so irees .
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Dawn Asymmetric Midi
11001



Dawn Asymmetric Midi
11001

Jagger Button Leg Pant
13002
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Destiny Pleated Jumpsuit
13001



Destiny Pleated Jumpsuit
13001



Cherie Shawl Lapel Blazer
15001

Jagger Button Leg Pant
13002
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Cherie Shawl Lapel Blazer
15001

Alexis  Pleated Mini Skirt
14001



contemporary pieces that can be worn more than once
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Ellis A-Line Mini
11002



providing the wardrobe
for the memories, the
moments, and the magic.





Fifth & Welshire is a contemporary bridal-wear brand created to
transcend bridal norms. We believe the commemorative moments

surrounding your special day should be met with elegance + individual
style. Our pieces are specially designed for the bride who wants to look

and feel incredible during each pre and post-wedding celebratory
event, the bride that wants the magic of a wedding without the

fuss, or the modern woman ready to recommit herself to the love of
her life. We design classic chic pieces that can be re-worn for other

special life moments and passed down with love.

about the brand
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Fifth & Welshire was created as an extension of designer Kai
Petty’s relationship with her mother, who taught Kai how to

create bespoke pieces for each of her special life events,
including her own wedding. The gift of being able to design and

wear pieces that allowed her to maintain her personal style
without ever compromising on fit or quality is a gift that Kai
never took for granted. Launched in 2020, Fifth & Welshire is

Kai’s way of sharing generations of inherited family lessons with
other brides through each garment. 
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contact us

www.fifthandwelshire.com
hello@fifthandwelshire.com

@5thandwelshire


